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Abstract—Distributions of edgewise bending strain in helical
coils with the geodesic winding based on virial theorem are analyzed theoretically and numerically. A force-balanced coil (FBC)
is a multipole helical coil combining toroidal field (TF) coils and
a solenoid helically wound on a torus. The combination reduces
the net electromagnetic force in the direction of the major radius
by canceling out the centering force due to the TF coil current
and the hoop force due to the solenoid current. The FBC concept
was extended using the virial theorem, which shows the theoretical
lower limit of stress in the coils and their supporting structure.
High-field coils should accordingly have the same averaged principal stresses in all directions, which is named the virial-limit
condition. Since FBC winding is modulated to reduce the tilting
force, the winding is slightly similar to but different from the
shortest geodesic trajectory and has no tensile load. To apply
FBC to high-temperature superconducting tapes, the degradation
of superconducting properties originating from edgewise bending
strain is an important problem. Since the geodesic trajectory is
a kind of a straight line on a curved surface and curves only
to the normal direction of the surface, it is expected that the
tape with geodesic trajectories has a small residual stress. In this
paper, we analyze the effect of the winding modulations including
the geodesic modulation for the optimization of residual stress in
helical windings.
Index Terms—Edgewise, geodesic, SMES, strain, torsion, virial
theorem.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE virial theorem provides a relation between the time
average of the kinetic energy and that of the potential
energy. A famous example is the relation between gravitational
potential and kinetic energy in astrophysics [1]. In the field of
superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES), a relation
between mass of the structure and stored energy is called the
virial theorem [2], [3].
In the last decades, we had developed a SMES system with
a force balanced coil (FBC) [4]–[6] which is a helical coil of
toroidal field (TF) coils and a solenoidal coil. Their combination reduces the net electromagnetic force in major radius
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direction [4] by canceling the centering force of the TF coils and
the hoop force of the solenoidal coil. Furthermore, we showed
a configuration (named as the modulated winding) without
overturning forces generated on the coils by giving poloidal
dependence to pitch angle of helical winding [7]. Next we
extended and generalized our studies with the virial theorem,
and showed the theoretical lower limit of stress in coils. In
addition, we conceptually designed a coil (virial-limit coil:
VLC) with the minimum stress under the condition of a fixed
magnetic energy [8]. It means that this coil enables us to make
a SMES system with less amount of supporting structure, because the mass of the structure is proportional to the maximum
stress. Following our theory, we designed and manufactured
a coil-frame system [9], [10] in order to confirm our concept
of minimum stress configuration. The coils, which are also
designed following the modulated winding configuration, can
generate strong magnetic field [11] even when the device size
is small. However, it is difficult to make a larger device since the
tension-free modulated winding configuration is mechanically
unstable [12], and requires a great effort for windings.
Recently, we proposed a new modulated winding based on a
geodesic which can be applied to windings under tension [13].
In order to apply FBC to high-temperature superconducting
tapes, the degradation of superconducting properties originating from edgewise bending strain is an important problem [14].
Since a geodesic is a kind of straight line on a curved surface
and curves only around the normal direction of the surface
[15], it is expected that the tape with geodesic trajectories has a
small residual stress. In this paper, we analyze the effect of the
winding modulations including the geodesic modulation for the
optimization of residual stress in helical windings.
In the next section, we explain a geodesic winding on a torus
with an arbitrary cross section. The relation of the torsion and
edgewise bending strain on the torus for the geodesic winding is
also presented. In Section III, we investigate stress distribution
numerically and show the effect of deformation of the torus,
and summarize this work in Section IV.
II. G EODESIC W INDING ON A T ORUS
W ITH A RBITRARY C ROSS S ECTION
The geodesic on a toroidal surface with a major radius R and
a arbitrary cross section of a minor radius ρ(θ) is determined
by a variation problem of
δS = 0

S ≡ ds

(1)

ds2 = dρ2 + ρ2 dθ2 + r2 dφ2
r = R + ρ cos θ

(3)
(4)

(2)
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Fig. 1. Illustrations of a coil configuration and coordinate systems of cylindrical coordinate (r, z, φ) and semitoroidal coordinate (ρ, φ, θ), in which R and
a are the major and minor radii of the coil, respectively.

where s is an arclength of a coil orbit (see Fig. 1). When we
define the Lagrangian L,
 

 2

ds
dρ 2
dφ
dφ
≡
=
+ ρ2 + r 2
(5)
L φ,
dθ
dθ
dθ
dθ



ds
dθ = Ldθ
(6)
S = ds =
dθ
the Euler-Lagrange equation is
⎛
d ∂L
d ⎜
⎜
=
dθ ∂ φ̇
dθ ⎝

⎞
r2 dφ
dθ

dρ
dθ

Fig. 2. Unit vectors ei (s)(i = 1, 2, 3) in a Frenet frame, a curvature κ, and a
torsion τ , where s is an arc length of a line.

2

+

ρ2

+

dφ
dθ

r2

⎟
⎟=0
2⎠

(7)
Fig. 3. Helix with radius a and pitch length .

where φ̇ ≡

dφ
dθ .

The solution of (7) is



ρ
1 + d log
dθ
dφ
ρ

=
r2
dθ
r
R2 λ2 − 1

2

.

(8)

where directions of ei are orthogonal to each other, and called
as tangential (i = 1), principal normal (i = 2) and binormal
(i = 3) directions, respectively. Although torsion τ is a function
of a position, it has a uniform value,

Here λ is a non-dimensional integration constant related with
the pitch number N , which is obtained from (8) as follows:

N=

dθ
dφ = 1/
dφ

2π

dφ
dθ
dθ

(9)

0

and increases monotonously for λ → 0 [13].
Using the Frenet frame [16], curvature κ and torsion τ of a
trajectory x(s) is represented as follows:
de1
= κe2
ds
de2
= − κe1 + τ e3
ds
de3
= − τ e2
ds

(10)
(11)
(12)

τ=

a2 +

(16)

2

in the special case of a helix (Fig. 3) whose radius and pitch
length are a and , respectively. If toroidal effects are neglected,
the pitch length corresponds to R/N of the coil of a pitch
number N on the torus with a major radius R. Then an averaged
torsion of the torus is expected as follows:
τave =

R
N

a2 +

 R 2 =
N

A
1
1
N
 A 2 ≤
a1+
2a

(17)

N

which has the maximum 1/2a in the case of A = N , where
A ≡ R/a is an aspect ratio of the torus.
Next, we consider a trajectory x0 (s) and another trajectory
xh (s) which is h away from the trajectory x0 (s) to binormal
direction e3 ,

where ei (i = 1, 2, 3) are basis vectors depicted in Fig. 2 and
defined as

xh (s) = x0 (s) + he3

dx
ds

(13)

where s is the arclength of the trajectory x0 . Differentiating
(18) by s, the following equation is obtained,

ds 
e2 =  de
 1

(14)

dx0
de3
dxh
=
+h
ds
ds
ds

e3 = e1 × e2

(15)

e1 =

de1
ds

= e1 − hτ e2

(18)

(19)
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Fig. 4. Averaged torsion aτave (17) normalized by a minor radius a as a
function of aspect ratio A = R/a under the virial-limit condition (22).
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Fig. 5. Longitudinal distribution of normalized torsion aτ (solid line) and
curvature aκ (dotted line) of a geodesic trajectory on a circular cross section
with A = 3 and N = 3.9.

using (12) and (13). Then the following relation holds,
ds2h ≡ |dxh |2 = (1 + h2 τ 2 )ds2

(20)

and strain satisfies the next relation:
=

dsh − ds 
1
= 1 + h2 τ 2 − 1  (hτ )2 .
ds
2

(21)

Since the principal normal direction of geodesic trajectories
coincides with the normal direction of the toroidal surface
[16], the strain (21) is an edgewise bending strain in a tapeshaped conductor. Then the edgewise bending strain of hightemperature superconducting tapes is proportional to the square
of torsion, and the reduction of residual stress requires the
reduction of torsion.
III. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
As was mentioned in the previous section, a square of torsion
of geodesic trajectories is proportional to the residual strain
of coils. In this section, we numerically evaluate the torsion
distribution. In the case of the pitch number N or for an aspect
ratio A = R/a much greater than unity, toroidal effects are
negligible, and (17) is applied. Since the virial-limit condition
of the torus is [8],
N2 =

2 2
A log 8A
3

(22)

the combination of these equations (17) and (22) gives a relation
of averaged torsion τave and aspect ratio A as shown in Fig. 4.
Therefore, large aspect ratio is desirable to reduce the edgewise
bending strain because τave is a monotonic decreasing function
of A.
By use of Frenet frame (10)–(12), a curvature κ and torsion
τ of trajectory x(t) are evaluated as follows [16]:

(ẋ, ẋ)(ẍ, ẍ) − (ẋ, ẍ)2
κ(t) =
(23)
(ẋ, ẋ)3
τ (t) =

˙
det(ẋ, ẍ, ẍ)
(ẋ, ẋ)(ẍ, ẍ) − (ẋ, ẍ)2

(24)

Fig. 6. Longitudinal distributions of normalized torsions aτ for several aspect
rations of A = 3, 5, 100 under the condition of A/N = 0.77. Here, N is a
pitch number of windings, and A/N corresponds to the pitch length on a helix.

where a dot means a derivation by an arbitrary parameter t
which uniquely determines the location on the trajectory, and is
chosen as θ in this work whereas θ is also a coordinate variable.
These κ and τ can be computed only by the solution (8) of
Euler-Lagrange equation for geodesic windings. Fig. 5 shows
a longitudinal distributions of torsion τ and curvature κ of a
trajectory on a torus with A = 3 and N = 3.9. Non-uniformity
of τ by toroidal effects are represented, and the torsion has a
maximum at the inside (θ = π) on the torus.
Next, we investigate the dependence on toroidal effects.
Fig. 6 shows longitudinal distribution of torsions τ for some
aspect ratios under the condition of A/N = 0.77. Variations of
τ decrease according as A increases, and it converges to τave =
0.48/a for A = 100. The dependence on the pitch number N
is also investigated in Fig. 7. Even if aspect ratio A is small,
a trajectory with a large pitch number N is not sensitive to
toroidal effects. As is shown in Fig. 7, the values of torsion
decreases with N , and finally becomes zero. In the limit of
N → ∞, the trajectory becomes a circle of radius a, which is a
curvature radius, without torsion.
Finally, we investigate the effects of deformation of a cross
section of the toroidal winding frame. In the former calculations, a circular cross section was used. Here, we introduce
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IV. C ONCLUSION
By use of Frenet frame, we derived the relation of edgewise
bending strain and a torsion τ in the geodesic winding coils
in which is proportional to square of τ h, where h is a width
of a tape-shaped conductor. Next, we analytically derived the
orbit equation of the geodesic winding on the axisymmetric
torus with an arbitrary cross section. Using this orbit equation,
longitudinal distributions of torsion were evaluated for geodesic
winding orbits on various tori. We showed that longitudinal
distribution of torsion in a coil on the torus with a cross section
slightly elongated vertically is flattened around its maximum
point. Although the distribution of strain depends on the shape
of the cross section, the edgewise bending strain is the same
in the order of magnitude as 18 (h/a)2 .
Fig. 7. Longitudinal distributions of normalized torsions aτ for several pitch
numbers of N = 3.9 to 251 under the condition of A = R/a = 3.

Fig. 8. Longitudinal distributions of normalized torsions in the coil of
N = 3.9 on the torus with A = 3, whose ellipticity is changed from b/a = 0.9
to 1.2.

ellipticity b/a, where a and b are radii of a cross section of a
torus in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. When
the cross section is flattened (a > b), the maximum of τ at θ = π
increases, while the distribution of τ around θ = π becomes
flattened and the maximum of τ decreases according to the
increase of b/a as shown in Fig. 8. When b/a exceeds 1.2 in the
case of A = 3 and N = 3.9, the direction of curvature vector is
reversed, and the coil with a tension is detached from the torus
[13]. Therefore, the maximum of torsion in the geodesic coil of
N = 3.9 on the torus with A = 3 has the smallest value τ 
0.6/a which is similar to τave for b/a = 1.2. As was shown in
this work, τ ∼ τave ∼ 1/2a. Therefore, the edgewise strain is
 
1 h 2
1
(25)
= (hτ )2 ∼
2
8 a
which is sufficiently small to degrade the superconducting
properties for h/a < 0.1 [17].
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